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Abstract
In this paper, three different fiber polyester composites (glass fiber, carbon fiber and hemp
fiber) were separately prepared via pultrusion method. Then, a Non Destructive Acoustic Test
(NDAT) based on longitudinal free vibration was utilized to measure viscoelastic properties of
resultant composites. Also, the way to obtain composites' elastic modulus was discussed in
details. The results showed a tremendous agreement between destructive mechanical methods and
NDAT method based on longitudinal free vibration. Furthermore, this method revealed an
excellent repeatability.
Introduction
Today acoustic has a wide field of activities in scientific and technological experiments and
services such as medicine, medico assessment equipments, etc.. Although static and dynamic
destructive tests such as tensile and DMA (Dynamic Mechanical Analysis) are extensively used to
measure viscoelastic properties of polymeric materials, they have some problems too; for
example, procedure is irreversible because the sample is destroyed, achievement of desirable
sample geometry according to the standards is difficult, advanced equipments and long procedure
time is required. Moreover, investigating of polymer changes and polymer degradation in one
sample during exposure time is impossible [1-4].
In contrast, non-destructive test (NDAT) methods which have no damage and undesirable
effects on the samples, could estimate viscoelastic properties with high accuracy in a short time.
Non-destructive tests are categorized methodologically [5]. One of them is called resonant
vibration testing involved mechanically vibrating a test specimen in a torsional, transverse or
longitudinal vibration mode over a range of frequencies [5]. The NDAT method has been utilized
by some authors in order to investigate and analyze the properties of ceramic [6-8], concrete [9]
and especially wood [5, 10, 11]. As an illustration, one of the initial studies has been carried out
by J. Kaiserlik and et al in which the decrement in properties of wooden specimens during the
degradation was studied through resonant vibration NDAT [5]. In spite of the fact that it is
powerful, precise and quicker method to measure viscoelastic properties of polymeric materials,
there is a lack of studies in the field of polymers and composites. Although some attempts have
been implemented in this field, this method is not yet well established. For example, R. Schmidt
and et al. measured Young’s modulus of moulding compounds and examined the effectiveness of
temperature on compounds’ modulus with resonance method. They also reported a good
agreement between NDAT results and mechanical measurements [12, 13].
In this research we decided to examine viscoelastic properties of fiber composites especially
elastic modulus through NDAT method based on longitudinal free vibration mode.

Experimental
Materials
In this paper, isophthalic unsaturated polyester resin, Boshpol 751129, was purchased from
Bushehr chemical industries (domestic company). Also, carbon fiber (T300) from Troyca
Company (America), Glass fiber (WR3) from Camelyaf Company (Turkey) and hemp fiber from
domestic company were provided and used as fiber reinforcements, separately.
Procedure of sample preparation
In this study, pultrusion method was used to prepare the specimens. Fiber composites, rodshaped specimens with diameter of 9mm, were produced through pultrusion method and then
were cut with length of 60 Cm. Each specimen was cured in ambient temperature and then tested
after one month exposure in ambient condition. Table 1 shows the composition and the selected
label of prepared specimens.
Table.1: label and composition of samples
Components
80% carbon fiber and 20% polyester resin
80% glass fiber and 20% polyester resin
80% hemp fiber and 20% polyester resin

Sample label
Ps Cf
Ps Gf
Ps Hf

Longitudinal free vibration non-destructive test
To implement this technique, the set-up as shown in Fig. 1 was prepared. First, each test
specimen was hold from its center and was hit by a wooden hammer at the end of specimen. To
analyze the acoustic response of the specimen, a microphone was positioned in the other side of
sample. Subsequently the respond vibrating sound was recorded by Audacity software as a waveformat file. Finally, the obtained files were analyzed.

Fig.1. Set-up of longitudinal free vibration non-destructive test
Results and discussion
A sound wave comprises of three components; loudness, frequency and time. In order to
display each sound in terms of its components, all the recorded sounds are analyzed by the means
of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and depicted in Fig. 2 based on two components (loudness vs.
frequency) for each specimen.
As seen in Fig. 2, the first obvious mode of vibration is marked in each graph which occurs
in specific frequency. Note that the frequency related to the first mode is the first time that
vibration resonance occurs in the specimen. Depending on the material nature, there are infinitive
frequencies for each specimen in which vibration resonance occurs [14]. However, It was proven
[11, 15] that by analyzing the first mode, viscoelastic properties of a specimen could be
characterized. Therefore, the first mode of vibration for each test specimen is filtered and
magnified. (See Fig. 3)

Fig.2. The analysis of the recorded sound using FFT for (a) Ps Cf, (b) Ps Gf and (c) Ps Hf

Fig.3. First mode of vibration curve derived from Fig.2 for (a) Ps Cf, (b) Ps Gf and (c) Ps Hf

Generally, ultrasonic velocity in a specimen could be determined from equation (1) [11]:
λ=V/f

(1)

Where, λ is wave length, V, ultrasonic velocity in a specimen and f, the resonance frequency.
Considering the first mode of vibration, f can be easily obtained from Fig. 2 and λ can be
calculated from equation (2) [11]:
λ=2L/n

(2)

Where, L is the length of specimen and n is the number of resonance mode that for the first
mode n=1. Therefore, the wave length of first mode of vibration can be obtained as follows:

λ=2L

(3)

In fact, there is a node on the vibration wave at the center of specimen and there are two antinodes at the ends as shown in Fig.3. According to the positions of node and two anti-nodes of
first mode of vibration, the wave length equals twice the specimen's length [16].

Fig.3. Positions of node and anti-nodes in the specimen
Following the calculation of ultrasonic velocity, elastic modulus could be determined from
equation (4) [17-19].
(4)

(5)
Where, E is elastic modulus,ρ, specific density, V, ultrasonic velocity, and σ is poisson’s
ratio. The poisson’s ratio for polymeric composite materials has been studied in many researches
[20-23]. In this cases, the range of σ was mostly reported from 0.25 to 0.3; therefore, φ(σ) could
be approximately replaced by 0.8. Fig. 4 illustrates obtained elastic modulus from equation (4)
for all composite specimens.

Fig.4. Elastic modulus obtained from NDAT method for Ps Cf, Ps Gf and Ps Hf.
As it was shown in Fig. 4, maximum modulus belongs to the carbon fiber composites (i.e. Ps
Cf) which reasonably expected. These results revealed a very good agreement with those
achieved through mechanical methods [24, 25].
Moreover, the repeatability of NDAT method was examined. For the purpose that a Ps Gf
specimen was hit four times by wooden hammer. After each impulse, the produced sound was
recorded and then analyzed by FFT. The results with four repetitions are shown in Fig.5 As it was
seen in Fig.5 the first mode appears in frequency of 3,800Hz for each replicate.

Fig.5. The analysis of the recorded sound using FFT for Ps Gf specimen.

On the count of the fact that the vibration resonance frequency only depends on material
nature, it seems reasonable that the same first mode of vibration is perceived in each repetition of
experiment.
Elastic moduli obtained from these first modes of vibration are shown in Fig. 6, in which
data definitely manifest good repeatability.

Fig.6. Elastic modulus of Ps Gf specimen in each replication
Conclusion
In this study, three different fiber polyester composites (glass fiber, carbon fiber and hemp
fiber) were manufactured by pultrusion method. Then, the viscoelastic properties of resultant
composites was determined by the aid of non-destructive test method based on longitudinal free
vibration instead of conventional destructive mechanical methods. In spite of the fact that this
method could prevent from destroying the test sample, this easy-to-use method is capable to
measure viscoelastic properties of composites accurately.
Finally, an excellent accordance between obtained results and those provided through
mechanical methods was found out.
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